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Sewing Machine Feet & Accessories
Like sewing machines, feet and accessories are designed to make sewing easier, more professional and
therefore more enjoyable.
On the following pages you will find a range of feet and accessories for many of your sewing needs whether
creative or practical.
As sewing machine designs have changed over the years so to have the feet and accessories available, so it is
important that you check carefully which are suitable for your type of machine.
Sewing machines generally fall into four categories.

Category A
Front loading machines (5mm width - short shank).

Category B
Top loading machines (6.5mm – 7mm width - short shank)

Category C
Top loading machines (7mm width - high shank)

Category D
Top loading machines (9mm width - high shank)

Specialist Machines & Accessories
FM725 & Xpression – Felting Machines
Horizon Memory Craft 15000/14000/12000/9400/8900QCP/8200QCP/7700QCP
Memory Craft 6600P
Atelier 9 / Atelier 7
“AcuFeed/DualFeed System”
Memory Craft 1600P Series – Dedicated Straight Stitch Machines
CoverPro Series – Dedicated Cover Stitch Machines
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Sewing Machine / Model Category Identification
If you are not sure which items are compatible with your machine and it is not listed in the list of
models below, quote your model number to your stockist and they will provide you with the relevant
information, or phone the ‘Janome Help Line’ direct on 0161 666 6006

Cat A
2200XT
2300XT
423S
J3-18
J3-20
J3-24

Cat B
525S
CXL301
DKS30
DKS100
DXL603
HD2200
QXL605
TXL607
XL601

Cat C
ATELIER 3
MC7700QCP
MC6600P
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Cat D
ATELIER 5
ATELIER 7
ATELIER 9
MC15000
MC14000
MC12000
MC9400
MC9900
MC8900QCP
MC8900QCP SE
MC8200QCP
MC8200QCPSE
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Sewing Machine Feet
EVEN FEED FOOT – WITH QUILTER GUIDE
One of the most popular Sewing Machine attachments is, without doubt, the Even Feed Foot.
Sometimes referred to as the “Walking Foot” this clever attachment is designed with a set of
built-in feed dogs (teeth) that grip and advance the upper layer of fabric whilst working in
unison with the sewing machine feed dogs as they grip the underside of the fabric. This action
helps to prevent layers of fabric from “shifting apart” as they move through the machine.
It’s an essential attachment with many benefits.
Fabrics
Use this foot when matching stripes and checks, sewing draylons and velvets, making up
knitwear or when sewing long seams on curtains especially if matching patterns. It’s also useful
when tackling leather, vinyl, or plastics and other difficult to handle materials.
Quilting
It’s an absolute must for quilters. Used with the Quilter guide it helps to maintain perfect parallel
lines when stitching and keeps the fabric and batting layers from feeding through unevenly.
Choices
Because of its popularity and versatility in many aspects of sewing, Janome have extended the
design of the Even Feed Foot to suit the varying needs of their customers.
Standard Closed-Toe Foot
The original Even Feed foot used in many aspects of sewing.
Standard Open-Toe Foot
The Open-Toe version is often preferred by quilters as it allows better visibility of the stitching
and needle position.
Convertible Even Feed Foot Set.
The Convertible set is the latest addition to the Janome range of Even Feed Feet and is designed
with convenient features for the Quilter. The set includes an Even Feed Foot with Closed –Toe,
Convertible Open-Toe for extra visibility, a clip-on Ditch Quilting Guide and an Adjustable
left/right Quilting Guide. The new construction of these feet makes it easier than ever to set up
for all your quilting tasks.
Optional Quilting Guides.
The guides included in the new Convertible Even Feed Foot Set are both compatible with all
current even feed feet which have a slot at the back cover. Because of this, Janome has also
introduced these guides as an individual set for those who already have an even feed foot and
just want the added benefit of these guides.
Long Quilting Guide Bar Set.
Don't waste time drawing straight lines on your quilt top! The Long Quilting Guide Bar is used
to keep lines of quilting straight. The new extra-long format allows spacing up to 4¼ ". The set
includes a Guide Bar for left and right placements, and the bars fit most Janome sewing
machines.
STANDARD CLOSED –TOE FOOT

STANDARD OPEN-TOE FOOT

CONVERTIBLE EVEN FEED FOOT SET

OPTIONAL QUILTING GUIDES
LONG QUILTING GUIDE BAR SET

CATEGORY A
CATEGORY B
CATEGORY C
CATEGORY A
CATEGORY B
CATEGORY C
CATEGORY A
CATEGORY B
CATEGORY C
MC9900 & ATELIER 5 ONLY
CATEGORY A, B & C
CATEGORY A, B,C & D
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PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.
N/A
PART NO.
PART NO.
N/A
PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.

200310002
200311003
200309008

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

£49.00
£49.00
£49.00

200339007
200338006

PRICE
PRICE

£49.00
£49.00

214517004
214516003
202133005
214518005
202025003

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

£65.00
£65.00
£65.00
£26.00
£19.00
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¼” SEAM FOOT
A popular foot with patchworkers for that essential ¼” seam. The guide on the foot enables you to sew a
perfect ¼” seam every time.
(No patchworker should be without one.)
CATEGORY A
CATEGORY B/C
CATEGORY D

PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.

200330008
200318000
859814001

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

£19.00
£19.00
£19.00

3-WAY CORDING FOOT
The 3-Way cording foot will hold one, two or three fine cords or threads. Because they are attached to the
foot, the required design can be easily followed and the cords are perfectly placed. A variety of utility, or
embroidery stitches can be sewn over the cords to couch them onto base fabrics. The choice of cord, thread
and stitch are all contributory factors to the final effect.
(Another attractive technique for decorative work.)
CATEGORY A
CATEGORY B/C
CATEGORY D

PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.

200126009
200345006
202085001

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

£19.00
£19.00
£19.00

ADJUSTABLE ZIPPER FOOT/PIPING FOOT
The piping foot will have its limitations when using thicker piping including the heavy jumbo cord and this is
when the adjustable zipper foot will be invaluable. A screw-on type foot, it can be adjusted to fit snugly against
the cord when covering your own piping or when attaching commercial piping.
(An excellent alternative.)
CATEGORY A/B
CATEGORY C

PART NO.
PART NO.

200342003
200334002

PRICE
PRICE

£19.00
£19.00

APPLIQUE FOOT
When doing appliqué we often use the standard satin stitch foot or, more recently, the open toe satin stitch
foot for greater visibility. However, Janome also has a dedicated “Appliqué Foot” in its range of accessories
which really makes this creative task so much easier.
It also has the added benefit of an elevated heal which allows a close satin stitch to be sewn and move more
smoothly without being flattened into the fabric. It is also shorter than the other feet making it easier for
maneuvering around curves and corners which can sometimes be a little tricky. Beautiful appliqué results
are possible with this clever little foot.
(A great addition to your sewing box)
Note: Because of the elevated heal on this foot
it is only compatible with machines that have the
extra heal ledge on the foot holder (See diagram)
CATEGORY A
CATEGORY B / C
CATEGORY D

PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.

802411008
202023001
202086002

Heel Ledge

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

£19.00
£19.00
£19.00

BEADING FOOT
Sewing on strung beads and pearls has always been a tedious task but the beading feet now go some smallll
al
way to alleviating this and to add pleasure to embellishing. Popular for bridal wear, evening wear, smart/casual
C
or craft, the beading foot set is a must for your sewing box. There are two feet in the set for Category B/C
machines and two individual feet for Category D machines. The foot with a narrow groove will attach strung
g
n
beads up to 2mm in diameter. The foot with a wide groove will attach strung beads from 2.5 – 4mm in
diameter. These feet can also be used for attaching similar diameter decorative cords for embellishment.
(A definite choice for embellishment.)
CATEGORY A
CATEGORY B/C (Set of 2)
CATEGORY D (NARROW)
CATEGORY D (WIDE)

PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.

N/A
200321006
202097006
202098007

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

£26.00
£19.00
£19.00

BINDER FOOT
The bias binder foot is used to apply pre-folded bias binding to the edge of fabric in one easy step. It is
equipped with a small funnel to fold and guide the binding over the fabric edge before it reaches the needle
and can be used with either zig zag or decorative stitches as well as straight stitch. 10mm – 14mm bias tape
can be used.
(Take the bind out of this tricky technique.)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
200140009
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200313005
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202099008
PRICE
£19.00
Page 5
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BLIND STITCH FOOT (G)
Blind hemming can sometimes be a little bit tricky so the blind hem foot (G) goes some way to helping improve
this technique. The foot has a metal guide in the center and three lines struck on the underside. During blind
hemming, the fold of the fabric fits snugly against the guide in the foot for accuracy whilst the lines underneath
help to prevent unnecessary slipping. The needle will swing over the metal guide creating slack in the upper
tension so that the pick of the stitch is almost invisible.
(A tricky technique made easier.)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
200130006
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
825817009
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
859807001
PRICE
£19.00

BORDER GUIDE FOOT
Having problems lining up or evenly spacing your border designs? That problem can now be solved with
the help of the Border Guide Foot.The secret of this great new foot lies in its red guide markings.The two sets
of vertical red lines are calibrated to allow perfect spacing of rows whilst the horizontal red line matches the
needle drop allowing you to accurately line up the start of each new row of stitching
(Another very useful addition to your sewing box)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
N/A
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200434003
PRICE
£26.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202084000
PRICE
£26.00

BUTTON SEWING FOOT
Quick and easy button sewing with the special button sewing foot. This foot has two bars that attach to the
foot shank to provide extra stability and also has a textured, rubber sleeve to hold the button securely in place
whilst sewing.
(A must for the sewing box.)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
200131007
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200136002
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
859811008
PRICE
£19.00

BUTTONHOLE FOOT
This foot makes it possible to sew buttonholes longer than 2.5cm. It is also effective on tight areas such as
cuffs where more freedom of movement is required than available with a sliding-type buttonhole foot.
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
940340000
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
820801005
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202082008
PRICE
£19.00

BUTTONHOLE FOOT & STABILISER PLATE - LARGE
This new large buttonhole foot allows you to make large buttonholes which is especially useful for coats &
jackets. This long buttonhole foot also comes with a stabilizer plate which again is something that is particularly
useful for thicker fabrics used for coates etc. as it feeds the fabric evenly to achieve neat buttonholes. The
standard buttonhole foot can only accommodate buttons under 1”inch in diameter.The new large buttonhole
foot and stabilizer plate can create buttonholes for buttons that are 1" - 2" (25-50mm) in diameter.
Suitable for MC15000/14000/9400/8900/8200/Atelier 7/Atelier 9/Atelier 5 ONLY
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202199009
PRICE
£75.00

CLEAR VIEW ¼” SEAM FOOT
Janome has developed this clear view ¼”seam foot for use with the straight stitch needle plate (centre drop
needle position only). This foot allows you to sew ¼” seam piecing, indispensable for quilt work, using the
straight stitch needle plate.You will be sure to enjoy the precise and elegant finish this foot provides for your
patchwork piecing.
IMPORTANT: MC15000/14000 users can use this foot but must use the right needle position with the
straight stitch needle plate.
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202216003
PRICE
£19.00

CLEAR VIEW QUILTING FOOT AND GUIDE SET
We all know that at times the guide on the ¼” seam foot can be “in the way” and often wish that we could
remove it when needed.Well that time has come with the introduction of this set. When you want the benefit
of guides for piecing or ditch quilting, these can now be attached and removed as needed to suit the task at
hand. This clear view foot allows you to see through to the fabric whilst the red guide lines on it help you to
achieve accurate piecing without any obstruction. There is also the added bonus of an oval shaped needle
hole which allows needle adjustment for scant ¼” piecing with maximum adjustment of 1mm. Markings on
the foot indicate ⅛” and ¼” from centre needle drop position with handy cornering markings for both
measurements.
(Definitely one for the sewing box)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
N/A
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200449001
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202089005
PRICE
£19.00
Page 6
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CONCEALED ZIPPER FOOT
Good quality ready to wear garments will often have an invisible zip fitted. These zippers are often neglected
by the home dressmaker which is a great pity because they can ensure success every time. Invisible zips are
suitable for all fabrics from fine silk jersey through to suit weight wool’s and tweeds, once fitted, they will be
virtually invisible and will merely look like part of the seam.
(The concealed zipper foot is essential if you want to fit these zips successfully and have that professional
finish.)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
941800000
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200333001
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202144009
PRICE
£19.00

CONVERTIBLE FREE MOTION QUILTING FOOT SET
This clever set is an update on the standard free motion foot. It consists of the Foot Holder and three
interchangeable feet offering more convenience, improved operation and added value.
The design of the foot holder offers a quieter more stable movement and means that no lever is placed over
the needle clamp screw as with the standard free motion foot. Movement is linked solely with the presser foot
bar rather than the needle bar resulting in a quieter operation at higher speeds. In addition, the fabric layers
can be moved more easily as there is no delay between ascent of the needle and that of the foot after each
stitch. The clearance between the foot and the fabric can now be adjusted with the top screw so that the foot
simply skims the surface without impairment.
The three interchangeable feet attach to the holder with a screw for maximum sturdiness and safety. They
consist of a Closed-Toe foot, an Open-Toe Foot and a Clear View Foot which is ideal for uneven surfaces and
evenly spaced quilting. The Clear View Foot is also designed with 1/8” markings for even spacing when “Echo
Quilting” eliminating the need to mark out your fabric beforehand.
(An absolute must for the Quilter)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
N/A
CATEGORY B
PART NO.
202002004
PRICE
£49.00
CATEGORY C
PART NO.
202001003
PRICE
£49.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202146001
PRICE
£49.00

CUSTOM CRAFTED ZIG-ZAG/ SATIN STITCH FOOT (OPEN TOE)
There are certain sewing techniques that often require better visibility of stitches such as quilting, appliqué, cut
work and craft work. The custom crafted foot solves all those problems allowing a much better view of the
sewing in progress.
(A handy foot to have.)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
N/A
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200137003
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
859813000
PRICE
£19.00
DITCH QUILTING FOOT
The Ditch Quilting Foot is designed with a centre position metal blade. This will follow your seam lines precisely
allowing perfect “in the ditch” quilting. Used in conjunction with Janome variable needle positions, it is also
perfect for top stitching or under stitching a facing.
(A tricky technique made easier)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
N/A
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200341002
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202087003
PRICE
£19.00
EDGE GUIDE FOOT
This extremely handy foot can be used on many edge-stitched sewing projects. It allows you to perfectly place
stitches along edges and seams. It's great for tucks, hems and fine edge work such as that on lace or ribbon or
a decorative edge.
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
202147002
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202100003
PRICE
£19.00
EMBROIDERY/DARNING FOOT
The embroidery foot is used for‘free hand’embroidery and darning to ensure proper stitch formation, minimize
skipped stitches and puckering and also to protect your fingers whilst you move your fabric freely under the
needle. Especially beneficial to those just learning how to do free hand embroidery. The open toe version
greatly improves visibility of stitches and is especially popular with quilters.
(For that specialized technique.)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
200127000
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY B
PART NO.
200349000
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY B (Open Toe)
PART NO.
200340001
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY C
PART NO.
200325000
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY C (Open Toe)
PART NO.
200337005
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
859839002
PRICE
£19.00

FREE MOTION COUCHING FOOT
Enjoy embellishing your work with cords, strips and yarns by free-motion stitching. Zigzag stitch makes it easy
to sew on any line or shape precisely. Two different feet are included to match material thickness.
CATEGORY C/D
PART NO.
202110006
PRICE
£26.00
Page7
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FREE MOTION QUILTING FOOT EXCLUSIVE FOR MC11000/11000SE/6600P/7700QCP
This new style Free- Motion Quilting foot has been designed to ensure that only minimum pressure is applied
to the fabric at the moment the needle penetrates resulting in improved stitch quality.Its simple design means
a quieter more stable movement as no lever is placed over the needle clamp screw as with the standard type
Free Motion Foot. Movement is linked solely with the presser foot bar resulting in quieter operation at higher
speeds. In addition, the fabric layers can be moved more easily as there is no delay between the ascent of the
needle and that of the foot after each stitch. The clearance between the foot and the fabric can be adjusted
with the top screw so that the foot simply skims the surface without impairment.
Note: This design of Free Motion Foot can be found in the Convertible Free-Motion Quilting Foot Set
PART NO.

200442004

PRICE

£26.00

FRINGE FOOT
The Fringe Foot, sometimes referred to as the “Tailor-Tacking Foot”,has a raised bar at the front which causes
the thread to stand away from the fabric. Using a simple zig-zag stitch you can create beautiful surface texture,
custom trims, fringed flowers and appliqués or use it to create traditional tailors tacks.
If using it for tailor tacking, once the thread loops are formed, pull the fabric slightly apart and cut. What you
will have is perfect thread markings on your fabric.
(A definite choice for creative and practical work)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
N/A
CATEGORY B
PART NO.
200017109
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY C
PART NO.
200016108
PRICE
£19.00

GATHERING FOOT
This particular gathering foot is only recommended for light to medium weight fabrics and not for furnishing
fabrics. Only a very slight gather is achieved with this foot, for a more effective gather we recommend the
Ruffler Attachment. (See page 11)
(Nice to have the choices.)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
200124007
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200315007
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202096005
PRICE
£19.00

HEMMER FOOT
The hemmer foot, sometimes referred to as the rolled hemmer is used to stitch the narrow rolled hems usually
found on shirt tails, table linens and along the edge of frills. The hemmer is designed with a scroll shaped
feeder on top and a straight groove on the underside which determines the width of the finished hem.
There are three different sizes of hemmer foot available. The standard 2mm hemmer foot is for lightweight
fabrics. The 4mm and 6mm hemmer feet are for medium to heavier fabrics.
(A nice addition to the sewing box.)
HEMMER FOOT 2mm
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
200128001
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
820809014
PRICE
£19.00
HEMMER FOOT SET 4mm / 6mm
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
N/A
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200326001
PRICE
£26.00
HEMMER FOOT
CATEGORY D (6MM)
PART NO.
202080006
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D (4MM)
PART NO.
202081007
PRICE
£19.00

PINTUCK FOOT
Pintucks are often associated with Heirloom Sewing especially children’s clothes and christening gowns. But
they can also give a whole new dimension to other aspects of sewing such as bed linen, table linen and other
home furnishings. Pin tucks are tiny‘false tucks’created by sewing parallel rows of stitching using a 2mm twin
needle. Using a Pin Tuck foot with the twin needle helps to space the tucks an equal distance apart. It has
multiple grooves on the underside through which the pin tucks can ride as you sew the adjacent rows.
Category A machines has 5 grooves.
Category B/C machines there is a set of two feet, one 7 groove and one 5 groove.
Category D machines there are two individual feet, one 7 groove and one 5 groove.
Both feet are suitable for standard and corded pin tucks.
(A definite choice for decorative work.)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
200328003
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200317009
PRICE
£26.00
CATEGORY D (NARROW)
PART NO.
202094003
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D (WIDE)
PART NO.
202093002
PRICE
£19.00

PIPING FOOT
If ready-made piping cord is not available or if you just want to make your own, the piping foot is ideal for the
job. The piping foot (sometimes mistakenly referred to as the cording foot) is designed with two grooves on
the underside and will hold and cover the cord when making piping tape. It can also be used for attaching
piping. Maximum cord size 5mm. For larger cord size see ‘Adjustable Zipper Foot’.
(Helps to achieve that professional finish.)
CATEGORY A
PART NO.
N/A
CATEGORY B/C
PART NO.
200314006
PRICE
£19.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202088004
PRICE
£19.00
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RIBBON/SEQUIN FOOT
As with beads and pearls it is now so much easier to attach ribbons and even sequins with the help of our
special ribbon/sequin foot. This foot is designed with guides through which ribbon or strung sequins can be
inserted and it will allow them to feed through evenly as you sew. Ribbon width 3mm – 7.5mm
(Embellishment couldn’t be easier or more fun.)
N/A
PART NO.
CATEGORY A
£19.00
PRICE
200332000
PART NO.
CATEGORY B/C
£19.00
PRICE
202090009
PART NO.
CATEGORY D

ROLLER FOOT
As its name suggests this foot has rollers that roll against the fabric and act very much like the track on a
bulldozer for sewing up and over heavy seams and uneven surfaces. Ideal for sewing heavy fabrics the rollers
move freely between the foot and the feed dogs so that the foot rides easily over varying thicknesses. Also
used to sew sticky leathers and vinyl.
(How can you possibly be without one?)
£19.00
PRICE
200142001
PART NO.
CATEGORY A
£19.00
PRICE
200316008
PART NO.
CATEGORY B/C

SLIDING GUIDE FOOT
This foot is ideal for seaming with a 5/8”allowance, and the adjustable seam guide allows precise edge stitching
and hemming.
£26.00
PRICE
202218005
PART NO.
CATEGORY A/B/C
£26.00
PRICE
202293004
PART NO.
CATEGORY D

STRAIGHT STITCH FOOT
Why do we need a straight stitch foot?
The straight stitch foot is often used on very fine or very heavy fabrics. This particular foot is flat on the
underside to provide an even pressure against the feed dogs and it has a round needle hole which offers the
benefit of more support around the needle to prevent skipped stitches and puckering. It must be used in a
centre needle position.
£19.00
PRICE
200125008
PART NO.
CATEGORY A
£19.00
PRICE
200331009
PART NO.
CATEGORY B/C
£19.00
PRICE
202083009
PART NO.
CATEGORY D

STRAIGHT STITCH NEEDLE PLATE
The straight stitch needle plate is designed with a round needle entry hole which offers the benefit of more
support around the needle. This can be extremely useful when using delicate fabrics and when doing straight
stitch free motion embroidery. To be used with centre needle position only.
This needle plate is not available for all models so it is important to state model number when ordering.
Prices will vary according to model of machine.

ULTRA GLIDE FOOT
The ultra glide foot is molded from a special resin allowing easier sewing of fabrics that may otherwise stick
to the standard metal foot i.e. ultra suede, vinyl, faux leather, plastic etc.
(Another handy foot for your sewing box.)
£19.00
PRICE
200141000
PART NO.
CATEGORY A
£19.00
PRICE
200329004
PART NO.
CATEGORY B/C
£19.00
PRICE
202091000
PART NO.
CATEGORY D

ULTRA GLIDE NEEDLE PLATE & ULTRA GLIDE FOOT
Molded from a special resin that allows easier sewing of sticky materials, the ultra glide foot moves smoothly
over faux leather, ultra suede, vinyl and even plastics on the ultra glide needle plate. This non-stick attachment
glides along with no drag so you can sew on these surfaces just like they were regular fabric.
£59.00
PRICE
202201005
PART NO.
CATEGORY D
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Attachments & Accessories
BUTTON SHANK PLATE
When attaching buttons to thicker fabric, such as when making a coat or tailored jacket, you need to make a
‘shank’ for the button to prevent it from pulling on the fabric. The Janome Button Shank Plate is ideal for this
task. When sewing on the button, the Shank Plate is placed between the button and the fabric.
(An ideal solution)
PART NO.
832820007
PRICE
£8.00

BUTTONHOLE STABILISER PLATE
Supports and holds fabric for extra stability when sewing buttonholes and bar tacks on uneven thicknesses
or hard-to-feed fabrics such as wool or knits.
IMPORTANT: compatible with all Janome automatic buttonhole feet R with hollow on underside.
PART NO.
200428004
PRICE
£26.00

CIRCULAR ATTACHMENT
The circular stitcher is the ideal attachment for sewing circles using either straight stitch, zig-zag, decorative
stitches or even lettering. Circles 5cm to 26cm in diameter are stitched perfectly using this very popular
attachment so essential for craft and decorative work.
(No more drawing round plates and saucers!)
Suitable for models with a square shaped plastic hook cover.
PART NO.
202107000
PRICE
£49.00
Suitable for models with oblong shaped hook cover – 2 lugs
PART NO.
202106009
PRICE
£49.00
Suitable for models with oblong shaped hook cover – 3 lugs / easy set bobbin
PART NO.
202135007
PRICE
£49.00
Please check with your dealer or our spares dept. if unsure – not suitable for front loading machines.

DOUBLE END MARKER PEN – (WATER ERASABLE)
A felt tip marker pen that fades away in a few days without water, or will disappear immediately with water. It
is important to test it on your fabric before using. Do not iron over marks as it could set them and prevent
them from being removed. The marker pen is perfect for marking the positions for your embroidery designs
and lettering.
PART NO.
917081000
PRICE
£4.00

EXTENSION TABLES
Janome has a range of Extension Tables to fit many of their sewing machine models. An extension table fits
snugly against your sewing machine giving a larger work surface and providing extra support for all your
sewing and quilting projects.
It is important to quote your model number when enquiring about an extension table for your machine.
Sizes vary depending on model of machine.
PRICES RANGE FROM

£24.50

NEEDLE THREADER / NEEDLE INSERTER
One end of this accessory has a hook which enables easier needle threading and the other end has a hole
which you can drop your needle into making it easier to hold whilst you insert it into the machine.
PART NO.
200347008
PRICE
£14.00

OPTIC MAGNIFIERS
When you need to get a closer view, attach the magnifier to make it easy to see the tiniest detail under the
needle. Useful when threading, adjusting the position of the fabric, and carrying out detailed work.
MC12000/DKS100/DKS30 (single lens 20)
PART NO.
202129008
PRICE
£15.00
MC99000/MC8900/MC8200/ATELIER RANGE**
PART NO.
202130002
PRICE
£32.00
** Includes 3 lenses (20/40/60)
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PINTUCK CORD GUIDES
intucks with a cord are more distinctive and are made by stitching over perle cotton to give a more raised
effect. Corded pintucks are made that much easier with the use of the Pintuck Cord Guides. They are a clear
plastic bobbin cover designed with a guide attached to them to feed the perle cotton through as you sew.
There are two in the pack, one for cord up to 1.5mm in diameter and one for cord from 1.5 – 2.5mm in diameter.
(A perfect combination with the pintuck feet)
Suitable for models with a square shaped plastic hook cove
PART NO.
200324009
PRICE
£24.00
Suitable for models with oblong shaped hook cover – 3 lugs / easy set bobbin
PART NO.
202213000
PRICE
£24.00
Suitable for models with oblong shaped hook cover – 2 lugs
PART NO.
503813008
PRICE
£24.00
Please check with your dealer or our spares dept. if unsure – not suitable for front loading machines

PLASTIC BOBBINS – (PACK OF 10)
Plastic bobbins suitable for all Janome machines. There is no generic plastic bobbin which will fit all makes
of machines, consequently there are several different sized bobbins on the market. Using the incorrect size
and type of bobbin in your machine can affect stitch quality and could possibly cause damage to your bobbin
case and machine. Only use Janome bobbins in your Janome machine and never use metal bobbins in top
loading / drop in bobbin machines.
PART NO.
200122005
PRICE
£8.00

QUILT BINDER SET
The Quilt Binder Set is the perfect accessory for quick and trouble-free binding, with a superior design based
on industrial binding attachments. The cone on the front of the fabric holder feeds and folds fabric for a ½"
finished binding.Two upper screws on the binding allow you to adjust the fold of the fabric - set them at the
same length for a straight stitch, or set the bottom a bit further than the top for a blanket stitch.
MC6500/6600/7700QCP/11000/11000SE
PART NO.
846421007
PRICE
£129.00
MC15000/14000/12000/9900/9400/ 8900QCP-SE/8200QCP-SE/ Atelier9/Atelier7/Atelier5
PART NO.
202211008
PRICE
£129.00

RIBBON SEWING GUIDE
A great addition for Creative Crafts and Embellishing is the Ribbon Sewing Guide. Make your own original
ribbons by adding decorative stitching or lettering. Whether used for fashion, craft, and home furnishings or
for wrapping that special gift, you can add originality to all your projects. The Ribbon Sewing Guide allows
you to create original ribbons up to 25mm width.
(A very handy attachment for your creative mode)
PART NO.
200444408
PRICE
£32.00

ROTARY EVEN FOOT AND ATTACHMENTS
For use with all sewing machines, the rotary foot is effective for preventing stretchy fabrics, jersey and knitted
fabrics and hard feed materials, like leather or vinyl from slipping or puckering.

The attachments provided with the foot include:
1. Bias-tape sewing attachment – this is adjustable and enables you to attach folded bias tape up to 20mm wide
2. Blind Hem attachment – this enables accurate feeding of the fabric to achieve a consistent blind hem.
3. Wide Rolled Hem attachment – this enables wide rolled hems to be sewn in the following sizes, ½”,¾”and 1”.
All of the attachments are used whilst sewing with the even foot giving accurate feeding of any type of fabric.
CATEGORY A,B & C ONLY
PART NO.
3237777
PRICE
£59.00

RUFFLER ATTACHMENT
Rufflers have been around for a very long time and have changed very little over the years, they have however
remained very popular. They are designed to ruffle or pleat fabric to the desired fullness quickly and easily
and have the capability to vary the sizes of ruffles.
It is important to note that they are not suitable for heavy furnishing fabrics.
CATEGORY A , B & C *
PART NO.
943100000
PRICE
£49.00
MC6600P / MC7700QCP
PART NO.
846415008
PRICE
£49.00
CATEGORY D
PART NO.
202095004
PRICE
£69.00
* Not suitable for MC6600P / 7700QCP

SEAM RIPPER / QUICK -UNPICK
The seam ripper is a wonderful accessory and a must for your sewing room. It is a small tool designed to
make a quick and easy job of unpicking stitches. Used also to slash open buttonholes it really is a very handy
tool.
An absolute must for your sewing box.
PART NO.
200133009
PRICE
£4.00
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SPOOL HOLDER (SPECIAL)
Have you had time when you’re putting a long spool on the horizontal spool stand but the spool pin is short
and the spool holder can’t be attached? Janome has come up with a solution for this by developing a new
spool holder. The “Spool Holder (special)” is specifically for long spools.
PART NO.
202233006
PRICE
£5.00

SPECIAL BOBBIN HOLDER FOR FREE-MOTION QUILTING
Pre-set with lower tension, this optional Bobbin Holder has the same structure as your original one but with
the tension pre-set approximately 40% lower helping to produce neater stitching on the underside of your
quilts.
The lower bobbin tension also gives more control for improved results with such specialty applications as
“Hand Look Quilting” and is also ideal for “Ribbon Work” where thicker threads are used on the bobbin.
The blue marking on the top of this optional Bobbin Holder allows for easy identification from the standard
one which has a red marking.
(A popular option)
Suitable for top loading machines without auto thread cutter (Scissor Button) - excluding models
MC10001/MC10000/MC9700/ MC9500/MC9000/MC8000)
PART NO.
202006008
PRICE
£36.00
Suitable for top loading machines with auto thread cutter (Scissor Button)
PART NO.
200445007
PRICE
£36.00

THE FLOWER STITCH ATTACHMENT
This is a long time favourite attachment and one we are pleased to see back on our range. Using the Flower
Stitcher is one time when “running around in circles” will be both fun and creative. It will utilize many of your
zig-zag stitch patterns to create miniature floral designs from ¼” to ¾” in diameter depending on the zig-zag
width of your machine. Use it to decorate your fabrics especially for table linens and bed linens, cushions, bags,
jackets and jeans, in fact anything and everything.
Note: It is advisable to support you fabric with a stabiliser when using the Flower Stitch Attachment.
The Flower Stitch Attachment will fit all Janome Short Shank machines with a drop feed facility.
CATEGORY A / B only
PART NO.
202261003
PRICE
£24.00
* Not suitable for XL601/DXL603/QXL605/TXL607
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AcuFeed
The Memory Craft 6600P was the first Janome Sewing Machine to
incorporate the “AcuFeed System” and has now been joined by the Memory
Craft Horizon 15000, 14000, 12000, 9400QCP, 8900QCP, 8200QC, 7700QCP,
Atelier 9 & Atelier 7. The AcuFeed Layered Fabric Feeding System perfectly
guides your fabric from both the top and bottom. Only Janome integrates a
built-in walking foot with a unique seven piece feed dog structure to ensure
your sewing and quilting is always even, smooth and precise on all types of
fabric and in all types of applications. These machines are styled for those
bigger projects such as home furnishings, bridal wear and quilting. They are
both long-arm machines designed with unique automatic thread cutters,
knee lifters and many more wonderful features. As with all sewing machines
they have a range of optional feet many of which can be found in the general
sewing feet section at the front of this catalogue.
To further improve the benefits of the AcuFeed System Janome has also
introduced the following specialised “AcuFeed Feet

ACUFEED ¼” SEAM FOOT AND NEEDLE PLATE
A popular foot with patchworkers for that essential ¼” seam. The guide on the foot enables you to sew a
perfect ¼” seam every time while the AcuFeed system guides your fabric precisely from both the top and
the bottom.
The small hole in the needle plate helps to support the fabric preventing it from being pushed under.
MC6600P ONLY
PART NO.
846407007
PRICE
£39.00

ACUFEED ¼” SEAM FOOT (PIECING FOOT)
A popular foot with patchworkers for that essential ¼” seam. The guide on the foot enables you to sew a
perfect ¼” seam every time while the AcuFeed system guides your fabric precisely from both the top and
the bottom.
The small hole in the needle plate helps to support the fabric preventing it from being pushed under.
MC7700QCP / MC6600P ONLY
PART NO.
202031002
PRICE
£26.00
CATEGORY D (with Acufeed)
PART NO.
202125004
PRICE
£26.00

ACUFEED DITCH QUILTING FOOT
A useful addition to the range of AcuFeed Feet is the Ditch Quilting Foot. When you need a perfectly straight
“stitch in the ditch”,this is the foot to choose. The guide on the foot spreads the seam allowing you to stitch
perfectly in the ditch.
Used with the Janome variable needle position it is also perfect for top stitching or under stitching of facings.
MC7700QCP / MC6600P ONLY
PART NO.
846413006
PRICE
£26.00
CATEGORY D (with Acufeed)
PART NO.
202103006
PRICE
£26.00

ACUFEED OPEN TOE FOOT
There are certain sewing techniques that often require better visibility of stitches such as quilting, appliqué,
cut work and craft work. The AcuFeed Open Toe Foot will solve all those problems allowing a much better
view of the sewing in progress whilst guiding the fabric smoothly and evenly.
MC7700QCP / MC6600P ONLY
PART NO.
846410003
PRICE
£26.00
CATEGORY D (with Acufeed)
PART NO.
202149004
PRICE
£26.00

ACUFEED STRAIGHT STITCH FOOT
This foot combines AcuFeed’s perfect feeding system with a small needle hole to hold fabric firmly and create
beautiful stitches.
CATEGORY D (with Acufeed)

PART NO.

202102005
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Kits
AcuFil QUILTING KIT
This amazing AcuFil™ Kit allows you to perfectly stipple your quilts or quilting projects giving you that
professional quilted finish. If you are not a confident free motion quilter, no worries let the machine and
software do all the work for you.
AcuFil™ Kit contains: Hoop ASQ22 - 220 x 220mm (8.7” x 8.7”), Magnetic Clamps, AcuFil™ Tool, Over 70
Embroidery Quilting Designs
Each kit features the AcuFil™ design collection including Quilting Designs. Printing templates for precise
positioning. Calculator functions for easy all-over quilting design layout on any size quilt.
MC12000 V1.10 ONLY
PART NO.
859428004
PRICE
£299.00
MC14000 ONLY
PART NO.
862412005
PRICE
£299.00

AcuFil QUILTING KIT - MC500E & MC400E ONLY
This amazing AcuFil™ Kit allows you to perfectly stipple your quilts or quilting projects giving you that
professional quilted finish. If you are not a confident free motion quilter, no worries let the machine and
software do all the work for you.
AcuFil™ Quilting Kit includes: Hoop ASQ18b - 184mm x 184mm (7.2" x 7.2"), Magnetic Clamps, AcuFil™ Tool,
Over 100 Embroidery Quilting Designs.
Each kit features the AcuFil™ design collection including Quilting Designs. Printing templates for precise
positioning. Calculator functions for easy all-over quilting design layout on any size quilt.
PART NO.
864402008
PRICE
£299.00

CRAFTING AND HOME DÉCOR ACCESSORY KIT
The Crafting and Home Décor Accessory Kit contains a large selection of feet & attachments to help make
your projects look professional with ease.
Suitable for 9mm models:
MC15000, MC14000, MC12000, MC9900, MC8900QCP, MC8200QC, Atelier 9, Atelier 7 & Atelier 5
Accessory Kit Includes: Border Guide Foot (FB), Circular Sewing Attachment,
Free Motion Couching Foot, Piping Foot (I) & Ribbon Sewing Guide
PART NO.

JHD1

PRICE

£139.00

ESSENTIAL HOOP (RE18) KIT – MC15000, MC14000 & MC12000 ONLY
The Essential Hoop will make your sewing and embroidery life more enjoyable.This kit comes with the RE18
hoop and a USB flash drive with 50 embroidery designs loaded on it. Embroidery area: 140 x 180mm (5.5 x 7
inches)
IMPORTANT: Compatible with MC15000 Version 1.20 / MC12000 Version 1.20.
(Updates available on www.janome.co.uk website)
PART NO.
862407007
PRICE

£79.00

FASHION AND FINISHING ACCESSORY KIT
This Fashion & Finishing Accessory Kit contains a good variety of feet to assist in making your fashion projects
look professional with ease. Also included are handy Jump Start Project + Foot info with tips.
Suitable for 9mm models:
MC15000, MC14000, MC12000, MC9900, MC8900QCP, MC8200QC, Atelier 9, Atelier7 & Atelier 5.
Accessory Kit Includes: Beading Foot Narrow Groove (L1) , Beading Foot Wide
Groove (L2), Concealed Zipper Foot (Z), Edge Stitch Foot (SE), Gathering Foot (V),
Hemmer Foot 6mm (D1), Hemmer Foot 4mm (D2), Ribbon/Sequin Foot (RS)
PART NO.
JFS1
PRICE

£119.00

QUILTING ACCESSORY KIT
The Janome Quilting Accessory Kit has been specially designed for the Janome DKS100 and DKS30 Sewing
Machines.
Janome Quilting Kit Includes: Craft/Applique Foot - Open Toe,
Free Motion Foot - Open Toe, Walking Foot - Open Toe, Ditch Quilting Foot,
1/4" Seam Foot, Extension Table (16" x 11")
PART NO.
JQ6
Page 14
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QUILTING ACCESSORY KIT
The Janome Quilting Accessory Kit has been specially designed for the Janome machine models:
DXL603, QXL605, TL607 & XL601
Janome Quilting Kit Includes: Craft/Applique Foot - Open Toe,
Free Motion Foot - Open Toe, Walking Foot - Open Toe, Ditch Quilting Foot,
1/4" Seam Foot, Extension Table (16" x 11")
PART NO.
JQ2

PRICE

£129.00

QUILTING ACCESSORY KIT
The Janome Quilting Accessory Kit has been specially designed for the Janome 9mm model machines:
MC9900, Atelier 9, Atelier 7 & Atelier 5.
Janome Quilting Kit Includes: Craft/Applique Foot - Open Toe,
Free Motion Foot - Open Toe, Walking Foot - Open Toe, Ditch Quilting Foot,
1/4" Seam Foot, Extension Table (16" x 11")
PART NO.
JQ7

PRICE

£185.00

PRICE

£185.00

QUILTING ACCESSORY KIT
QUILTING ACCESSORY KIT
The Janome Quilting Accessory Kit has been specially designed for the Janome
Atelier 3 Sewing Machine.
Janome Quilting Kit Includes: Craft/Applique Foot - Open Toe,
Free Motion Foot - Open Toe, Walking Foot - Open Toe, Ditch Quilting Foot,
1/4" Seam Foot, Extension Table (16" x 11")
PART NO.

JQ8
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Spool Stands
SPOOL STAND – MC7700QCP / MC8200QCP+SE / MC8900QCP+SE
This spool stand keeps the thread feeding smoothly especially when using cone shaped spools. The vertical
arm of the thread stand lifts the thread higher than the machine which then facilitates an even feed without
added tension. Attaches easily to the machine..
(A nice addition)
2 THREAD
PART NO.
858402009
PRICE
£49.00

SPOOL STAND – MC15000/MC14000/MC12000/MC9900/MC 9400/MC500E/MC400E/Atelier Srs
The spool stand attaches easily to the handle of your machine. Keeps the thread feeding smoothly especially
when using cone shaped spools. The vertical arm of the thread stand lifts the thread higher than the machine
which then facilitates an even feed without added tension.
(A nice addition)
2 THREADS
PART NO.
859429005
PRICE
£49.00
5 THREADS
PART NO.
859430009
PRICE
£69.00

SPOOL STAND - MC10001 / MC10000 / MC9700 / MC9500
The Spool Stand keeps multiple colours of thread feeding smoothly during embroidery especially when
using cone shaped spools. The vertical arm of the thread stand lifts the thread higher than the machine which
then facilitates an even feed without added tension. Attaches easily to the machine
(A nice addition)
5 THREADS
PART NO.
832420014
PRICE
£69.00

SPOOL STAND – MC11000SE / MC11000
This spool stand keeps the thread feeding smoothly especially when using cone shaped spools. The vertical
arm of the thread stand lifts the thread higher than the machine which then facilitates an even feed without
added tension. Attaches easily to the machine.
(A nice addition)
5 THREAD
PART NO.
860406000
PRICE
£69.00
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Memory Craft 15000 / 14000 / 12000 / 9900 / Atelier 9
These amazing machines come with almost everything but here are a few extras you might
like to try.
CLOTHSETTER / TABLE
The optional clothsetter gives placement accuracy. The Clothsetter is indispensable for accurate positioning
of a single design within any one individual hoop, as well as accurate matching when stitching larger designs
that require multiple hoopings.
PART NO.
859439008
PRICE
£99.00
EMBROIDERY COUCHING FOOT SET
Embellish your embroidery projects with the addition of yarn, now more easily than ever with the Embroidery
Couching foot.
With the update of the Horizon Memory Craft 15000 V2.10, your machine now has the ability to stitch
Embroidery Couching Designs. There are 8 designs that come with the Horizon Memory Craft 15000 v2.10
update.
The Embroidery Couching foot set comes with 2 different yarn weights, as well as a yarn guide arm that
attaches to the extra spool pin hole on the top of the machine.
The PC-1 foot, for light size yarn; or PC-2 foot, for medium size yarn.
Please note MC14000 & Atelier 9 this set comes as standard
MC15000
PART NO.
202297008
PRICE
£36.00

FREE ARM EMBROIDERY HOOP FA10a – MC9900 ONLY
The tiny Free Arm Hoop, just 7.9” x 11” (100mm x 40mm), allows you to embroider in tight places like cuffs
and shirtsleeves without taking the item apart.
PART NO.
861402205
PRICE
£49.00

HAT HOOP
Add creative embroidery to caps and visors with this very clever hat hoop.
(A clever attachment)
(Used in conjunction with the SQ14 Hoop / MC15000, MC14000, MC12000 ONLY).
PART NO.

859436005

PRICE

£199.00

PROTECTIVE SHEETS
This set includes two protective sheets. They protect the free arm top from scratches by embroidery hoops
or other hard objects.
The smaller sheet is a spare to replace the one included in the standard accessories.
PART NO.
859434003
PRICE
Acufeed Feet - See page 13
Spool Stand - See page 16
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Memory Craft 500E & 400E
CLOTHSETTER TABLE
The optional clothsetter gives placement accuracy. The clothsetter is indispensable for accurate positioning
of a single design within any one individual hoop, as well as accurate matching when
stitching larger designs that require multiple hoopings.
PART NO.
859439101
PRICE
£99.00

EMBROIDERY HOOP SQ14b
The SQ14b hoop has a maximum embroidery area of 5.5” x 5.5” (140mm x 140mm).
PART NO.
864406002
PRICE

£59.00

EMBROIDERY HOOP RE20b
The RE20b hoop has a maximum embroidery area of 7.9” x 5.5” (140mm x 200mm)
PART NO.
864405001
PRICE

£69.00

FREE ARM EMBROIDERY HOOP RE10b
The tiny Free Arm Hoop, just 7.9” x 11” (100mm x 40mm), allows you to embroider in tight places like cuffs
and shirtsleeves without taking the item apart.
PART NO.
864407003
PRICE
£49.00

HAT HOOP HH10b)
Add creative embroidery to caps and visors with this very clever Hat Hoop. (Use in conjunction with RE20b
hoop).
(A clever attachment)
PART NO.
200335003
PRICE
£129.00
Spool Stand - See page 16
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Memory Craft 11000 & 11000SE
CLOTHSETTER TABLE
The clothsetter for the Memory Craft 11000 is both a clothsetter and an extension table. This dual function
tool enables perfect design placement every time. The Clothsetter Table converts quickly into a large
extension table measuring 13½”x 26½”(344mm x 674mm) providing extra support for all your large sewing
and quilting projects
(Take the guesswork out of designing with this great addition)
PART NO.
860401005
PRICE
£79.00

FREE ARM HOOP (FA Hoop)
The Free Arm Hoop is just 2”x 2”(50mm x 50mm) making it perfect for embroidery on cuffs and shirt sleeves
and on any tight spaces where you would normally have to take the item apart.
(No more struggling with this little hoop)
PART NO.
860402006
PRICE
£49.00

HAT HOOP
Add creative embroidery to caps and visors with this very clever hat hoop.
(Used in conjunction with the RE Hoop).
(A clever attachment)
PART NO.
200335003

PRICE

£129.00

MACRO HOOP
The Macro Hoop allows you to sew large scale embroidery designs without re-hooping the fabric.
This Hoop is an “overlap” or multi position hoop which has a 200x280mm area. Designs need to be created
or downloaded which are specifically intended for use with the Macro Hoop as they are split into sections
with each section being stitched separately.
(Make your set complete)
PART NO.
860403007
PRICE
£79.00

RECTANGULAR HOOP (RE Hoop)
A Rectangular Hoop is available for the Memory Craft 11000. It has an embroidery field of 5.5”x 7.9” (140mm
x 200mm) adding yet another size option especially for the longer or wider designs which cannot be achieved
with the standard hoop.
(The RE hoop is a necessary addition to your collection if you wish to use the Janome “Hat Hoop” insert)
PART NO.
860421001
PRICE
£49.00

SQUARE HOOP (SQ Hoop)
Square is the best shape for embroidery and measuring 8” x 8” (200mm x 200mm).
PART NO.
860801009
PRICE

£49.00

STANDARD HOOP (ST Hoop)
Measuring 5” x 4” (126mm x 110mm) the standard hoop is the optimum size for 80% of commercial
embroidery designs.
PART NO.
860802000
PRICE
£49.00
Spool Stand - See page 16
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MC10001/10000/9700/9500/350E/300E
CLOTHSETTER 10000
The optional clothsetter gives placement accuracy. The Clothsetter 10000 is indispensable for accurate
positioning of a single design within any one individual hoop, as well as accurate matching when stitching
larger designs that require multiple hoopings.
(Take the guesswork out of designing)
PART NO.
850402005
PRICE
£69.00

FREE ARM EMBROIDERY HOOP C
The tiny Free Arm Hoop, just 2” x 2” (50mm x 50mm), allows you to embroider in tight places like cuffs and
shirtsleeves without taking the item apart.
PART NO.
850803000
PRICE
£49.00

GIGA HOOP
The Giga Hoop allows you to sew large scale embroidery designs without re-hooping the fabric.This hoop is an
“overlap”hoop which has a 230x200mm area. Designs need to be created or downloaded which are specifically
intended for use with the Giga Hoop as they are split and rotated with each side being stitched separately.
PART NO.
850406009
PRICE
£79.00

HAT HOOP
Add creative embroidery to caps and visors with this very clever Hat Hoop. (Use in conjunction with
Hoop B).
(A clever attachment)
PART NO.
200335003
PRICE
£129.00

LARGE HOOP B
Our large, rectangular Large Hoop B measures 5.5” x 7.9” (140mm x 200mm) – perfect for longer (or wider)
designs. It handles the larger memory cards, PC design cards and built-in designs.
PART NO.
850802009
PRICE
£49.00

SPRING LOADED HOOP F
This 5”x 4.3”(127mm x 110mm) embroidery hoop is specifically designed for thick, bulky fabrics such as terry
cloth or quilts.
(Make hooping easier)
PART NO.
850411007
PRICE
£69.00

STANDARD HOOP A
At 5” x 4.3” (126mm x 110mm), Standard Hoop A is the optimum size for 80% of commercial
embroidery designs.
PART NO.
850801008
PRICE
£49.00
Spool Stand - See page 16
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CoverPro Series
The Janome CoverPro 2000CPX, 1000CP, 1000DX and 1000CPX are dedicated Cover Stitch
machines.They are especially suited to stretchy fabrics such as knits, lycra, stretch lace etc. as
well as the new blends of traditional woven fabrics which have a certain percentage of stretch
added. These machines are capable of producing a wide 6mm triple-needle cover stitch, a
wide 6mm double-needle cover stitch, a narrow 3mm cover stitch and also have a chain
stitch which is ideally suited as a decorative stitch. As with all sewing machines they have a
range of optional feet and accessories which are designed to make your sewing easier, more
professional and therefore more enjoyable. Please note that the CoverPro series do not
use standard sewing needles and only the ones listed below should be used.These are
available with 5 needles in the packet
ELX705 ASSORTED NEEDLES.
ELX705 SIZE 12
ELX705 SIZE 14
ELX705CF ASSORTED NEEDLES

PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.

795802108
795807103
795808104
797815007

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

£7.20
£7.20
£7.20
£7.20

ADJUSTABLE SEAM GUIDE
The adjustable seam guide is used to sew perfectly placed seams with accurate spacing between
the lines.
PART NO.
795806102
PRICE
£19.50

CENTRE GUIDE FOOT
Keeping straight sewing lines is not always easy. The Centre Guide foot would certainly help to eliminate the
problem. Use it for lining up the centre of a two or three needle stitch with a previously sewn seam.
PART NO.
795819108
PRICE
£24.50

CLEAR VIEW FOOT
As the name suggest, the Clear View foot gives you a better view of what you are sewing. Especially useful
for decorative stitching it can also be used with any of the CoverPro attachments.
PART NO.
795818107
PRICE
£24.50

ELASTIC GATHERING ATTACHEMENTS
Allows easy attachment of elastic tape for waists and cuffs, which is especially useful for making
undergarments and children’s clothing.
NARROW 5mm – 8.5mm
PART NO.
795816105
PRICE
£24.50
WIDE 9mm
PART NO.
795817106
PRICE
£24.50

HEMMING GUIDE
A perfect addition to the CoverPro the hemming guide folds over a consistent width of fabric, making it easy
to form hems, cuffs and other finished edges.
PART NO.
795839104
PRICE
£39.00

TAPE BINDERS
The Tape Binder is ideal for finishing and covering the raw edges of stretch fabrics giving them a truly
professional look. There are two tape binders. One for ¼” (0.8cm) tape and one for ¾” (1.2cm)
NARROW TAPE
PART NO.
795838103
PRICE
£89.50
WIDE TAPE
PART NO.
795844009
PRICE
£89.50

THE COVERPRO EXTENSION TABLE
Designed specifically for the CoverPro machine, the Extension Table snaps into place and is extremely stable.
Measuring 11⅝” x 8” (295mm x 205mm)
(Ideal when working on larger projects)
PART NO.
795812008
PRICE
£39.00
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Memory Craft 1600P Series
The Memory Craft 1600P and 1600PQC are two of the Janome Professional Series sewing
machines. They are dedicated straight stitch machines with aluminium bodies and longer
arms that provide approximately 50% more working space than the average machine.
These two industrial quality sewing machines have high powered motors which can sew
up to 1600 stitches per minute, twice as fast as the average machine. They are flatbed
machines styled for those bigger projects such as home furnishing, bridal wear and the
ever popular quilting. They have industrial quality tension, unique automatic thread cutter,
knee lifter and many more wonderful features and come complete with a large extension
table. They are the ideal machines for the really serious sewing enthusiast who is looking
for precise quality straight stitching at double the normal speed. As with all Janome
machines they have a range of optional feet designed to make your sewing easier, more
professional and therefore more enjoyable. Please note that the MC1600P series does
not use standard needles and only the ones listed below should be used. These are
available with 10 needles in the packet.
HL NEEDLES SIZE 9.
HL NEEDLES SIZE 11
HL NEEDLES SIZE 14
HL NEEDLES SIZE 16

PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.
PART NO.

767811000
767812001
767813002
767814003

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

£11.00
£11.00
£11.00
£11.00

¼” SEAM FOOT
A popular foot with patchworkers for that essential ¼” seam. The guide on the foot enables you to sew a
perfect ¼” seam allowance, quickly and accurately. Great for piecing quilts and also for topstitching.
PART NO.
767820105
PRICE
£26.00

ADJUSTABLE SEAM GUIDE
This accurate seam guide provides an easy reference for seam allowances helping you to sew faster and with
more confidence. Place the edge of your fabric up against the raised edge of the guide and just sew.
PART NO.
767411017
PRICE
£26.00

ADJUSTABLE ZIPPER FOOT
The adjustable zipper foot makes insertion of the standard zips easy and more professional. Ideal for all types
of standard zips from fine ones to heavy duty zips. Also useful for piping as it can be adjusted to fit snugly
against the cord when attaching commercial piping or when covering your own piping.
PART NO.
767408011
PRICE
£26.00

BOBBIN (METAL)
There are several types of bobbins on the market and using the incorrect size and type of bobbin can affect
stitch quality and could possibly damage the machine.The metal bobbin is suitable for Janome professionallevel 1600 series machines.
PART NO.
761094104
PRICE
£1.30

CONCEALED ZIPPER FOOT
Good quality ready to wear garments will often have an invisible zip fitted. These zippers are often neglected
by the home dressmaker which is a great pity because they can ensure success every time. Invisible zips are
suitable for all fabrics from fine silk jersey through to suit weight wool’s and tweeds, once fitted, they will be
virtually invisible and will merely look like part of the seam.
PART NO.
767410016
PRICE
£26.00

CONVERTIBLE FREE-MOTION QUILTING FOOT SET
Made specifically for the 1600P Series of machines, this is an industrial shank version of the popular convertible
free-motion foot set. The set includes the Foot Holder, Open Toe and Closed Toe interchangeable feet and a
Darning Plate for table top free-motion quilting. The feet are streamlined for improved visibility and the
industrial construction reduces vibration and provides professional level durability. The clearance between
the foot and the fabric can be adjusted with the top screw so that the foot simply skims the surface of the
fabric without impairment.
PART NO.
767433004
PRICE
£43.00
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CONVERTIBLE FREE-MOTION FRAME QUILTING SET
More and more Quilters are now using Quilting Frames with the 1600P Series and this set has been specifically
designed to support this.The set consist of a ¼” Ruler Foot and an Open-Toe Frame Quilting Foot.
The ¼”Ruler Foot. This foot has a ½”diameter and a high heel at the back and is designed to accommodate
the use of ¼” thick rulers and the long arm quilting templates when free-motion quilting.
The Open-Toe Frame Quilting Set.The opening on this foot faces “sideways” so as to face the quilter at the
handles of the quilt frame.
PART NO.
767434005
PRICE
£21.00

DITCH QUILTING FOOT
The Ditch Quilting Foot is designed with a centre position metal blade. This will follow your seam lines precisely
allowing perfect “in the ditch” quilting.
PART NO.
767824109
PRICE
£26.00

EMBROIDERY / DARNING FOOT WITH NEEDLE PLATE (STANDARD)
This foot is used for ‘freehand’ embroidery, stippling and darning to ensure proper stitch formation, minimize
skipped stitches and puckering and also to protect your fingers whilst you move your fabric freely under the
needle. The MC1600P does not have a drop feed so the needle plate clips easily onto the existing needle
plate to cover the feed teeth.
PART NO.
767409012
PRICE
£35.00

EMBROIDERY / DARNING FOOT WITH NEEDLE PLATE (HEAVY DUTY)
Sometimes sewing heavier fabrics can affect the flow of your stitching. The MC1600P has an additional
embroidery darning foot and needle plate to eliminate any such problems. The embroidery foot is equipped
with a pressure screw to allow you to adjust to the fabric being used. The needle plate is a screw on type
giving it more stability when using heavier fabrics.
PART NO.
767827009
PRICE
£43.00

EVEN FEED FOOT
The Even Feed Foot, sometimes referred to as the walking foot, is designed with a set of feed dogs (teeth)
which allow the fabric to feed without shifting or slipping and eliminates the problem of the under layer of
fabric coming up short.
PART NO.
767403016
PRICE
£59.00

NARROW STRAIGHT STITCH FOOT
The Narrow Straight Stitch Foot is an ideal option to the standard presser foot. It is a perfect aid when sewing
piping or flanged trims and allows you to get up close giving you that neat professional finish.
PART NO.
767406019
PRICE
£26.00

STRAIGHT STITCH FOOT & NEEDLE PLATE
Another useful sewing aid is the Straight Stitch Foot with the special needle plate for sewing fine fabrics. Fine
delicate fabrics sometimes need a little bit of extra care and this set is the perfect answer.
PART NO.
767405018
PRICE
£26.00

TAPING FOOT
The Taping Foot helps to attach seam tape binding when sewing garments in knit and stretch fabrics. Use it
on shoulder seams and armholes to prevent stretching. This foot can also be used to attach bias tape. The
measuring hatch marks on the foot help to make an accurate binding width of 5mm – 20mm.
PART NO.
767412018
PRICE
£26.00

ULTRA GLIDE FOOT
The Ultra Glide Foot is molded from a special resin allowing easier sewing of fabrics that may otherwise stick
to the standard metal foot such as ultra-suede, vinyl, faux leather, plastic etc.
PART NO.
767404028
PRICE
£26.00

VELVET FOOT
The perfect foot to use when sewing velvet, draylon and densely napped fabrics. The velvet foot will prevent
the pile of the fabric from being flattened and will help to feed it through smoothly and evenly
PART NO.
767407010
PRICE
£34.00
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Felting Machines
The Janome needle felting machines“FM725 and Xpression”have opened up a host of creative
opportunities for those who love to create original designs with new techniques.
These embellishing machines work without thread, bobbins or tensions and have the same
basic shape as a conventional machine but that is where the similarity ends. They work by using
barbed needles that travel down through the layers of fabric and decorative yarns and as they
penetrate they will pull fibres from the top layers and push them down through the base fabric
meshing them together.
The fibres mingle to create new colour and texture combinations that simply cannot be
achieved with embroidery, appliqué or any other kind of needle work. In needle felting there
is no“right side”or“wrong side”. Whether you push the fibres through from the front or the back
depends on the effect you are trying to achieve. By simply moving the layers under the needle
you can quickly create beautiful surface embellishment and every design will be unique. You
can work with a multitude of fabrics such as wool, felt, wool roving, yarn, ribbon, silk, cotton
and more.
Only Janome has multiple needle options to meet the variety of felting and embellishing
projects for all users from beginners to advanced felters.
WHY NOT ASK YOUR RETAILER FOR A DEMONSTRATION OF THIS FABULOUS MACHINE
5 NEEDLE FIXED UNIT
Pre-set needles for greater safety and durability plus easy replacement for those who have difficulty replacing
individual needles. (All needles are standard type)
5 Needle Fixed Unit
PART NO.
725607104
PRICE
£15.00

EXTENSION TABLE
A great addition to the felting machines is this large extension table. This fits snuggly against the machine
giving a much larger work surface and giving extra support for all your felting projects.
Measurements 23½” x 15¾” (60mm x 40mm)
PART NO.
725813002
PRICE
£79.00

NEEDLES
Single needle refills.
Single Standard Needles (Pack of 10) PART NO.
Single Standard Needles (Pack of 3) PART NO.
Single Fine Needles (Pack of 10)
PART NO.

725807003
725811000
725831006

PRICE
PRICE
PRICE

£25.00
£10.00
£25.00

SINGLE NEEDLE UNIT
For fine detail and sculpting. Complete with standard needle but can also be used with fine needles.
Single Needle Unit
PART NO.
725810009
PRICE
£13.00

SPECIAL NEEDLE KIT
A five needle unit which allows individual needle replacement and comes complete with a presser foot to
accommodate the larger head of the needle unit. Includes five extra needles (all needles are standard type.)
Can also be used with fine needles.
Special Needle Kit
PART NO.
725822004
PRICE
£36.00
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Needles
No matter how advanced or sophisticated the sewing machine has become the basic principle of selecting the correct
needle to be used must still apply. Quite simply, the finer the fabric the finer the needle, the heavier the fabric the heavier
the needle, but whether fine or heavy it is important to replace your needles regularly.
It is surprising how quickly needles can blunt especially when using synthetic fabrics so you should change your needle
after each project. Make sure that you throw away your used needles and do not keep them for use at a later date,
remember a blunt needle will not only damage the fibers in your fabric but will also cause skipped stitches and possible
puckering.
Choosing the correct type of needle for the fabric you are using is essential if your stitching is to be perfect, but a certain
amount of confusion is still experienced by many sewers when trying to make this choice. With this in mind, we have
compiled a comprehensive guide to needles which is hoped will eliminate this problem.
STANDARD NEEDLE (15 x 1)
This needle type has a slightly rounded point that is quite
sharp and used for general sewing of most knit and woven
fabrics.
UK SIZE
METRIC SIZE
PART NO.
PRICE
9
60
990109000
£3.30
11
75
990111000
£3.30
14
90
990114000
£3.30
16
100
990116000
£3.30

BALLPOINT NEEDLE (15 x 1SP)
The rounded tip slips between yarns rather than piercing
them to eliminate damage in knit fabrics. Use this needle
when working on coarse knits, interlock knits and other
fabrics that tend to run if snagged.
UK SIZE
METRIC SIZE
PART NO.
PRICE
11
75
990211000
£5.50
14
90
990214000
£5.50
Asstd. (11&14)
75/90
990200000
£5.50

DENIM NEEDLE (15 x 1E)
It has an acute point, slender eye and a stronger shaft. Use
when sewing tough, heavyweight fabrics such as denim and
canvas. A regular sharp-point needle can cause crooked
stitches on dense fabric.
UK SIZE
METRIC SIZE
PART NO.
PRICE
16
100
990416000
£5.50

LEATHER NEEDLE (15 x 1LL)
Shaped like a wedge at the point this needle gives superior
piercing power for unyielding fabric such as real leather,
suede or heavy vinyl. It makes a clean, large hole as it enters
the fabric. Synthetic leathers and suedes can and should be
sewn with standard needles. A leather needle leaves
unnecessarily large holes and weakens seams.
UK SIZE
METRIC SIZE
PART NO.
PRICE
6
100
990616000
£5.50
Asstd. (11&14) 75/90
990600000
£5.50

TOPSTITCHING NEEDLE (15 x 1ST)
The eye and thread groove of this needle is twice the size of
a regular 11 and 14’s needle so as to accommodate heavy top
stitch thread, also useful when using lurex threads. Janome’s
top stitch needle also has a pierce point to produce perfectly
straight topstitching.
UK SIZE
METRIC SIZE
PART NO.
PRICE
Asstd. (11&14) 75/90
990500000
£5.50
RED TIP NEEDLES
The large eye accommodates heavier threads, pampers
delicate metallics that tend to shred and split and makes
needle threading easier.
UK SIZE
METRIC SIZE
PART NO.
PRICE
14
90
990314000
£5.50
PURPLE TIP NEEDLES
Used for sewing thick fabric, denim and across the hem to
prevent skipped stitches.
UK SIZE
METRIC SIZE
PART NO.
PRICE
14
90
202122001
£5.50

BLUE TIP NEEDLES
This particular needle is a Janome specific and is identified
by the blue shank. Its design is unique as it has a pierce point
plus a slightly longer than normal thread groove (scarf ). This
needle will cure skipped stitches and puckering in any
problem fabric especially synthetics. Although only available
in size 11 it is compatible with a vast majority of fabrics.
UK SIZE
METRIC SIZE
PART NO.
PRICE
11
75
990311000
£5.50
QUILTING NEEDLES
A tapered point for stitching through multiple layers and
across intersecting seams makes this needle unique. It
prevents damage to sensitive, expensive materials used in
quilting.
UK SIZE
METRIC SIZE
PART NO.
PRICE
11 & 14
75/90
990315000
£5.50
TWIN NEEDLE
Used for decorative sewing, topstitching and pintucks. Two
needles are mounted on a single shank. When using the 2mm
twin needle for decorative stitching the maximum stitch
width must be no more than 6mm.
UK SIZE
METRIC SIZE
PART NO.
PRICE
2mm
90
820828008
£5.50

CUTWORK NEEDLES
Pack of 4 replacement cutwork needles for the cutwork kit.
PART NO.
PRICE
202200004
£49.00
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Stabilisers
IRON ON STABILISER BACKING
It is important that the embroidery produced by the Memory Craft Machines should always look perfect, therefore, it is
essential that the correct notions are used to achieve this result.
Many fall into the trap of using interfacings to support their fabric but they are not suitable as a backing support for your
embroidery. Interfacings are designed specifically for dressmaking, they are placed in between two pieces of fabric (i.e.
collars, cuffs) to add support without stiffness and therefore they have a certain amount of give.
Embroidery however needs stabiliser fabric to avoid puckering and it is for this reason that we recommend the Janome
stabilser which, whenever possible should be ironed on. This will stabilise the fibres of your fabric and prevent distortion.
In the case of some designs where there is heavy embroidery stitching it may be necessary to use two or more layers of
stabiliser.
Ensure that the whole area of the fabric being put into the hoop is covered; this will also prevent the fabric from being
stretched by the hoop itself.
Once your design is completed, the stabiliser can be torn away. If you experience a problem when tearing away the
stabiliser, run a warm iron over it and this will help it come away from the fabric much more easily. It is important that you
think in terms of stabilisers as opposed to interfacing in order to achieve the kind of beautiful embroidery you expect
from your Memory Craft.
The stabiliser is white and comes on a roll 10 metres x 35cm.
PART NO.

BB66110

PRICE

£16.00

SOLVY WATER SOLUBLE STABILISER
Certain fabrics require extra attention when embroidering designs on them. Fabrics such as toweling, velvet/draylon and
knitwear all have the added problem of pile on the right side. To prevent the pile from spoiling your embroidery designs
it is important that you‘keep it down’. This is done by putting a layer of water soluble stabiliser on top of your fabric as you
place it in your embroidery frame. The embroidery stitches will then sit on top of the pile as opposed to getting embedded
into the pile and will result in a more professional finish. The water soluble stabiliser can then be torn away and any residue
left can be removed by dabbing it with cold water.
The water soluble stabiliser comes on a roll 10 metres x 33cm.
PART NO.

WS48610

PRICE

£16.00

SUPER SOLVY WATER SOLUBLE STABILISER
Super Solvy is a heavier water soluable stabiliser. It is twice as thick, strong and heavy as the standard water soluable
stabiliser and is ideal for such projects as stand alone lace designs.
The super solvy comes on a roll 3 metres x 33cm
PART NO.
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Threads
EMBROIDERY THREADS - £3.50EACH
J-207001
J-207002
J-207003
J-207201
J-207202
J-207203
J-207204
J-207205
J-207206
J-207207
J-207208
J-207209
J-207210
J-207211
J-207212
J-207213
J-207214
J-207215
J-207216
J-207217
J-207218
J-207219
J-207220
J-207221
J-207222
J-207223

White
Black
Gold
Pink
Vermilion
Orange
Yellow
Dark Brown
Green
Blue
Purple
Pale Violet
Pale Yellow
Pale Pink
Peach
Beige
Brown
Wine Red
Pale Sky
Sky
Yellow Green
Olive Green
Silver Grey
Grey
Ocean Blue
Rabbit Grey

J-207224
J-207225
J-207226
J-207227
J-207228
J-207229
J-207230
J-207231
J-207232
J-207233
J-207234
J-207235
J-207236
J-207237
J-207238
J-207239
J-207240
J-207241
J-207242
J-207243
J-207244
J-207245
J-207246
J-207247
J-207248
J-207249

Bamboo
Xmas Red
Xmas Green
Aqua
Baby Blue
Powder Blue
Bright Blue
Slate Blue
Navy Blue
Salmon
Coral
Burnt Orange
Cinnamon
Amber
Blond
Sunflower
Orchid Pink
Peony Pink
Burgundy
Royal Purple
Cardinal Red
Opal Green
Moss Green
Meadow Green
Dark Green
Aqua-marine

J-207250
J-207251
J-207252
J-207253
J-207254
J-207255
J-207256
J-207257
J-207258
J-207259
J-207260
J-207261
J-207262
J-207263
J-207264
J-207265
J-207266
J-207267
J-207268
J-207269
J-207270
J-207271
J-207272
J-207273
J-207274
J-207275

Emerald Green
Peacock Green
Dark Grey
Ivory White
Hazel
Toast
Salmon
Cocoa Brown
Sienna
Sepia
Dark Sepia
Violet Blue
Blue Ink
Sola Blue
Green Dust
Crimson
Floral Pink
Wine
Olive Drab
Meadow
Mustard
Yellow Ocher
Old Gold
Honey Dew
Tangerine
Canary Yellow

F827
F828

Lemon
Green

EMBROIDERY THREADS (FLUORESCENT) - £3.50EACH
F806
F809
F811

Baby Pink
Pink
Salmon

F816
F817
F820

Orange
Vermillion
Yellow

EMBROIDERY THREAD – BOXED
J-207000
J-207200
J-207300

Embroidery Thread – 27 spool – Box 1
Embroidery Thread – 27 spool – Box 2
Embroidery Thread – 27 spool – Box 3

£75.00
£75.00
£75.00

BOBBIN THREAD
When using embroidery threads on your machine it is essential that your bobbin thread is compatible if you are to avoid tension
problems. Embroidery thread is much finer than normal sewing thread and it is therefore important to use a quality branded
bobbin thread to compliment it. This will eliminate the bulk caused on the underside of your stitching adding to the overall
appearance.
J-209-1
Bobbin Thread Black – 800m
J-208-10C Bobbin Thread White – 1000m
J-208-16C Bobbin Thread White – 1600m

£7.00
£10.00
£14.00

TRANSPARENT THREAD
T001

Transparent Thread for Overlockers 1000m

£6.40
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Overlocking Feet and Accessories
Overlockers have varied over the years and so have the feet and accessories available, the later models obviously having
the larger range of extra feet to choose from.
The following table is meant as a guide only but if you are not sure of any of the feet and accessories listed, please speak
to your stockist, quoting your number, or phone the Janome help line on 0161 666 6006.
OVERLOCK MODEL NUMBERS
103 / 203 / 303
304D / 134D / 234 / 234D
334 / 334D / 434D
204D / 504D / 6234XL / 634D / 644D / 744D / 8200D / 9102D / 9200D / 9300DX
ITEM
Beading Attachment
Blind Stitch Foot
Cloth Guide
Cording Foot (A) – i.e. fishing line
Cording Foot (B) – i.e. heavier cord
Elastic Gathering Attachment
Gathering Attachment
Gathering Foot
Piping Foot Set (1/8” & 3/16”)
Taping Attachment

CATEGORY A
N/A
202040004
N/A
202034005
202035006
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

CATEGORY B
N/A
202040004
N/A
202034005
202035006
N/A
N/A
200248101
202039000
N/A

CATEGORY
A
B
C
D

CATEGORY C
N/A
202040004
N/A
202034005
202035006
N/A
N/A
200248101
202039000
202033004

BEADING ATTACHMENT
The beading Attachment comprises of a special sewing foot and guide enabling you to sew strung beads
onto the edge of your fabric. Especially attractive for bridal wear.
PART NO.
202041005
PRICE
£27.00

BLIND STITCH FOOT
Blind Hemming is never an easy technique and demands practice and patience. It is possible to use your
overlocker to blind hem and a blind hem foot is equipped with a guide to help keep your stitching straight.
PART NO.
202040004
PRICE
£38.00

CLOTH GUIDE
As its name suggests, a guide to help you keep your seams straight as you sew.
PART NO.
202038009
PRICE

£27.00

CORDED FOOT A
If your overlocker is equipped with a rolled hem facility then you can make great use of the cording foot A.
Cording Foot A is ideal for bridal and evening wear and allows you to insert fine fishing line whilst rolling the
edge of your material giving you a beautiful firm but flexible finish.
PART NO.
202034005
PRICE
£27.00

CORDED FOOT B
Corded Foot B is used in conjunction with the narrow hem and allows you to insert decorative cording as
you stitch. This will give beautiful finished edges to linen, table linens etc.
PART NO.
202035006
PRICE
£38.00

ELASTIC ATTACHMENT
Stitching on elastic can sometimes be a little tricky especially when you have to stretch your elastic to size.
The elastic foot will go some way to making this technique a little easier to handle.
PART NO.
202037008
PRICE
£27.00

GATHERING FOOT
Take the hassle out of gathering by doing it on your overlocker with the gathering foot. Use it together with
the differential feed and create wonderful even gathers. Especially useful when gathering large amounts of
fabric i.e. bed linens, bridal gowns etc.
PART NO.
200248101
PRICE
£27.00
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GATHERING ATTACHMENT
There are some projects where you need to attach gathers to a flat piece of fabric i.e. valance sheets etc. Why
not gather and attach all in one easy operation? With the help of the gathering foot and the gathering
attachment this tedious task is taken care of in half the time.
PART NO.

202036007

PRICE

£27.00

PIPING FOOT SET
If ready made piping is not available or if you just want to make your own, the piping feet are ideal, making
the task quick and easy.The set contains two sizes, 1/8” and 3/16”
PART NO.

202039000

PRICE

£38.00

TAPING ATTACHMENT
This attachment consists of a taping foot and a tape reel and is useful when sewing garments in knit or stretch
fabric. It will help to feed seam binding tape when sewing shoulder seams and armholes in order to prevent
stretching in these areas.
PART NO.

202033004
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Hints & Tips
CONCEALED ZIPPER FOOT
Good quality ready-to-wear garments will often have an “invisible zip “fitted. Unfortunately these zippers are sometimes
neglected by the home dressmaker which is a great pity as they can ensure success every time and are so easy to fit.
Concealed zips will always add that ‘professional finish’ to all your garments and with Janome’s Concealed Zipper Foot,
this professional technique is made even easier to achieve. Concealed zips are suitable for almost all fabrics from fine silk
jersey through to suit weight wools and tweeds. Once fitted they will be virtually invisible and will merely look part of the
seam.
The Concealed Zipper foot has grooves on the underside through which the teeth of the zipper will slide allowing the
needle to stitch almost underneath them. The zipper itself has teeth on the underside so when closed all that is seen is
the actual zip pull.
A basic guide on fitting your concealed zipper.
The zip is inserted before the seam is stitched so overlock the edge of your
fabric before attaching the zip.
1.

Mark the seam line on your fabric either by tacking or with a
marking chalk or pencil.

2.

With the right sides together and the zipper open, pin and tack
the right side of the zip to the right side of the garment so that
the coil is positioned along the seam line.

3.

Place the zipper under the concealed zipper foot with the right
hand groove of the foot over the zip coil. Secure stitches at the
start of the zip, stitch up to the zip pull and then secure end
of stitches.

4.

Pin and tack the other side of the zip along the seam line. Fit the
left groove of the foot over the zip coil and stitch towards the zip
pull again securing both ends of the zip tape.

5.

Close the zip then pin and tack the seam below the zip end.Using
either your standard sewing foot or zipper foot, carefully lower
the needle into the fabric slightly above the last stitch sewn on
the zipper tape and just a fraction to the left of the stitching.Stitch
from the zip to the hem, securing stitching at both ends. Press
seam open.

If preferred you can use a machine stitch to secure the zipper tape to the
fabric which would help to eliminate any pull on the zipper itself.
And there you have it, a professional fitting zip every time.
Concealed Zipper Foot – See Page 7
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PIPING FOOT
Piping can add interest and definition to seams and edges on garments,
soft furnishings, fashion accessories and craft items. Whilst it is often seen
as a decorative addition it can also serve as a stabiliser adding shape and
control to many projects. Unfortunately it’s not always easy to find suitable
ready -made piping cord especially with regard to colour, which leaves you
with no other option than to make your own.This option can now of course
made easier with the help of the Janome “Piping Foot” which is ideal for
covering and attaching piping cord up to 5mm in diameter.This very useful
foot is designed with two grooves on the underside which help to hold and
cover the piping cord whilst sewing, making the whole process that much
easier and more professional.
Fabric to be used for piping must always be cut on the bias. Woven fabrics
are ideal cut on the bias and allow the covered piping to shape around
curves and corners smoothly. Knit fabrics can also be cut crosswise with the stretch whilst lightweight silks, satins and silk dupion also make
for beautiful piping. Some materials however, such as faux leather and suede may not have enough“give”in the crosswise grain to be able
to work effectively and as these materials can vary, it is advisable to try them out on a test piece first.

Making and Attaching Piping Cord
1.

Cut bias strips of fabric wide enough to wrap around the piping cord plus 2.5cm (1”) for seam allowance.

2.

Join the bias strips as necessary using a ¼” seam as shown in diagram below.

3.

Place the cord to the wrong side of the bias strip and fold the strip around the cord matching the fabric edges. Place
under the piping foot making sure that it sits into the relevant groove.

4.

Set machine to straight stitch. Stitch close to the cord adjusting the needle position to move the stitch closer if
necessary.

Now you have your own “Custom Made” piping cord.
Piping Foot – See Page 8
ADJUSTABLE ZIPPER/PIPING FOOT
Although the Piping Foot is a handy foot to add to your sewing box it will
have limitations when using thicker piping including the heavy jumbo
cords.This is when the adjustable zipper / piping foot will be invaluable.
This is a very narrow, hinged foot that screws on as opposed to the clip on
type foot. Once screwed on it can then be adjusted to fit snugly against the
thicker cords. It is certainly one to add to your collection of sewing feet and
a perfect partner for the piping foot.
Adjustable Zipper / Piping Foot – See Page 5
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Button Shank Plate
The Janome Button Shank Plate is an extremely versatile piece of
equipment. It was originally designed to be used when sewing
on buttons where a larger thread shank was needed especially
for Jackets and Coats. However, it has become increasingly
popular as an aid to overcoming the problems of thick seams
such as those found on Denim Jeans. Most sewers have
experienced the problem of thick seams either when
dressmaking or doing home furnishings. When you come to the
thick seam you either end up with a run of tiny stitches where
you sew over “the hump” or you try pulling your sewing through
and risk breaking needles.

The Button Shank Plate Is The Answer.
Sometimes known in America as the “Humper Jumper”, once you’ve tried it you will understand why they gave it this
nickname as this clever attachment helps you over all those “humps” caused by thick seams.
Follow these instructions and see the difference this little gadget can make.
Stitch to the point on the fabric where the “toes “of the foot have reached the thick seam and then stop and lower the
needle into the fabric. Raise the presser foot and place the Shank Plate under the rear of the foot to bring it level with
the seam. The Shank Plate has two ends of varying thickness so use the end that is most suitable to bring you level.
Stitch until half way across the seam then stop and lower the needle into the fabric. Remove the Shank Plate from the
rear of the foot and place it in the front of foot. Stitch again until the foot is onto the Plate. Lower the needle into the
fabric once more, remove the Plate and continue stitching. You will find that you have stitched over the thick seam very
easily and have maintained an even stitch length.
The “Shank Plate” is also useful for working on thick fabric when experiencing difficulties at the start of a seam. Place
the Shank Plate at the back of the fabric and under the rear of the presser foot to bring it level, once again using the
relevant end of the plate to achieve this. When you begin to stitch you will be able to start easily at the edge of the
fabric and again maintain an even stitch length.

And Sewing On Buttons?
Let’s not forget what the Button Shank Plate was originally intended for.
When attaching a button to a thicker fabric, such as when making a Coat or Jacket, you need to make a “shank” for the
button. When sewing on the button, place the Shank Plate between the button and the fabric as shown in diagram 1.
Once the button is stitched, remove the fabric and pull the thread at the end of the stitching to bring the bobbin thread
up to the top. Draw both threads between the button and the fabric, wind the threads around the button to form a
“shank” and then knot them together to secure the ends. See Diagram 2.
(This is certainly one for your Sewing Box)

DIAGRAM 1

Button Shank Plate – See Page 10

DIAGRAM 2
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Machine Maintenance
We should all be aware of the importance of keeping our sewing
machines clean. Each time a needle penetrates the fabric, tiny
fragments are torn off which build up under the feed teeth and
bobbin holder. Dust and fluff from your sewing thread add to this
build up and if not cleaned regularly your machine will become
noisy and perform less effectively. If left too long before cleaning,
the dust and lint can become impacted between the feed teeth
and consequently prevent them from feeding the fabric through
so leaving you with an even bigger problem.
It is important to remove the needle plate and the bobbin case at
regular intervals, depending obviously on the amount of sewing
that you do, and give your machine a thoroughly good clean. Oil if
appropriate but do remember that Janome top loading machines
are “self oiling “and require no extra oil.
One part of the sewing machine that often gets neglected when
cleaning is the area between the “tension discs”. Most users don’t
even realise that this needs to be done, because they can’t see them
they don’t even think about them. Imagine the two tension discs
with thousands of metres of sewing thread skimming between
them, threads possibly shredding (especially poor quality threads)
metallic threads with all their little bits being stripped off as they
go between the discs. It’s also important not to remove the top
thread from your machine while the presser foot is down as this
will skim the thread and leave even more fluff. All of this will
eventually result in a build up of dust and lint etc. lodged between
the tension discs and rendering them totally ineffective.

Tension
Disc
Area

Cleaning the Tension Discs.
Use a long bristled lint brush. Unthread the machine and leave the
presser foot up as this will automatically release the tension discs
allowing the brush to get between them. Brush firmly up and down
between the discs. It will also help if you place a piece of thin cotton
fabric between the discs, and then lower the presser foot to engage
them. Draw the fabric through the discs in the same direction that
the sewing thread passes. All dust and lint should now be removed.

Tension
Disc
Area

Cleaning your machine takes matter of
minutes, don’t neglect it.

Bobbin Know How
Winding a bobbin is an easy task yet an important element for good stitch quality.
All Janome “top loading” machines use the same plastic bobbins.
Metal bobbins should never be used in these machines as they will interfere with the magnetic hook system and could
result in a damaged bobbin case as well as affecting the quality of the stitch. Both plastic and metal bobbins can be
used in “front loading “machines.
Size of bobbin is also a key factor and with several different sizes available on the market, it is essentials that only Janome
bobbins are used in your Janome machines. An “alien bobbin” could affect your stitch quality and ultimately result in
bobbin case damage.
A medium speed is recommended when winding your bobbins so that your thread will wind evenly and also to avoid
stretching of the thread which can occur when winding at fast speeds.
Tension is also an important element so ensure that your thread is correctly inserted into your bobbin winder tension
unit. Without tension your bobbin will wind very loose and uneven.
Finally, as always, good quality thread will give the best results.

Plastic Bobbins – See Page 11
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Ribbon Embroidery
Ribbon embroidery is a very attractive embellishment
and can be used to add detail to soft furnishings such
as bed linens and table linens. It is also very decorative
for bridal wear, lingerie and even craft work.
It is not a difficult technique but requires a little
patience and practice. It is achieved by using ribbon
on the bobbin and sewing on the reverse side of the
fabric. Depending on which type of fabric used, it may
require stabilizing either with tear-away or iron-on
stabilizer. If a very lightweight fabric is used you may
prefer to use a liquid stabiliser or spray starch.
It’s always advisable to do a sew test before
proceeding with your project to establish the best
preparation.
Note:
This technique can only be used with top loading machines.
Method
You will require 3mm width ribbon
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wind the ribbon onto the bobbin very tightly and evenly
making sure that the ribbon does not twist. When wound it
is advisable to put a pin into the end of the ribbon to
prevent it from becoming unravelled until you are ready to
insert it into the bobbin case.
Ensure that the beginning end of the ribbon is not
protruding – snip it close to the bobbin if necessary.
Place the bobbin into the bobbin holder in the normal way
with the ribbon coming off the bobbin counter clockwise.
DO NOT bring the ribbon forward into the tension spring.
Turn the balance wheel towards you bringing the ribbon up
onto the needle plate. Leave a short tail.
Set the tension to number 6.
As you will be stitching from the reverse side of the fabric
you will need to mark your stitching lines on that side.
To create the ribbon embellishment you can use either
straight stitch or zig zag. For straight stitch use a centre
needle position and a stitch length of 4.

On the samples shown in the picture a zig zag stitch was used
with a stitch length of 3 and a width of 3. Other variations can
be used, just have fun trying.
It is easy to elaborate further by adding other decorative
techniques such as pin tucking and embroidery stitches as
shown on the picture above.
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Finger Guard
There are many of us who like to encourage our
children and grandchildren to sew and take great
pleasure in watching their individual styles and
creative talents blossom. We also know the importance
of safety when young people are using sewing
machines especially with regard to “fingers and
needles”.
Janome can go some way in helping to avoid some of
those little accidents with the use of the Needle
Finger Guard.
This clever safety device will attach to any Janome
sewing machine (with the exception of the Mini
Range) and help to prevent fingers getting too near
the sewing needle.
Easy to Attach
Loosen the foot holder screw.
•
Slide on the finger guard and adjust the position.
•
Tighten up the screw.
•
It couldn’t be easier.
Note: Supervision is still recommended even with the finger guard fitted as it is not a substitute
for careful attention when children are using sewing machines.
Finger Guard - Part No. 687803008 @ £2.00

Ultra Glide Foot
Fabrics such as leather, suede, vinyl and plastic coated fabrics are very
much in vogue with today’s fashions and fashion accessories. However,
such challenging fabrics can create certain frustrations when trying to
sew them. Some of these fabrics may bind under metal feet often
causing problems in consistent feeding and resulting in poor stitch
quality. The answer is the Janome “Ultra Glide Foot”. Sometimes called a
“Teflon Foot” it is moulded from a special resin and glides over difficult
surfaces with ease, improving stitch quality in many problem fabrics.
Excellent for stitching Velcro, it is certainly one to consider adding to
your collection.

Ultra Glide Foot – See Page 9
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Appliqué Foot
Machine Appliqué is a wonderful way to add unique
designs to furnishings, fashion and craft.
As with all special sewing techniques, it’s important to use
the correct needles and threads. But equally important, is
using the right presser foot.
The standard satin stitch is generally the one used for
appliqué work however, Janome also has a dedicated
“Appliqué Foot “in its range of accessories which really
makes this creative task so much easier.
As with the satin stitch foot, the Appliqué Foot is made of
a clear synthetic material making it lighter and also
allowing the extra visibility that is so important when you
require the accuracy needed for appliqué. But it also has
the added benefit of an elevated heel which allows a close
satin stitch to be sewn without it being flattened into the
fabric. It’s also shorter than a standard foot making it
easier for manoeuvring around those tricky curves and
corners.
Beautiful appliqué results are possible with this clever
little foot
Note:
Because of the elevated heel on the
appliqué foot
it is only compatible with machines that
have the extra heel ledge on the foot
holder.
(See diagram)
Heel Ledge

Tips for Appliqué
•

•

What’s the secret to smooth appliqué pieces? Using stabiliser.
Place stabiliser beneath the foundation fabric before you begin to appliqué your pieces. This
will prevent unsightly puckers that pull at the foundation. Stabiliser is used beneath appliqué
foundations to add support and to eliminate puckers and pulling on the fabric as you stitch.
Use fusible webbing on the pieces to be appliquéd. Fusible webbing, such as “Heat & Bond” is
basically a paper backed web of glue that can be fused to fabric turning it into a kind of “ironon patch. It also acts as a stabiliser making it possible to use a wider variety of fabrics for appliqué
including stretch knits.

Appliqué Foot – See Page 5
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Easy Button Sewing
Buttons are generally viewed as a practical item in our
sewing box and many of us have accumulated a large
and varied collection of them over the years both plain
and ornate.
Buttons are one of the oldest and most widely used
types of fasteners and are generally divided into two
basic types, sew-through buttons and shaft buttons.
Other than their obvious use, buttons have become
more and more popular with craft enthusiasts and are
now often used as an embellishment on fashion
accessories such as bags and belts etc.
The sew-through type of button has either two or four
holes and thread is passed through the holes and the
material to bind the buttons in place.
This is generally done by hand but it can also be done
on your sewing machine using the special Janome
button sewing foot. This clever little foot has two
rubberised feet that are designed to hold the button
firmly in place whilst the needle on your sewing
machine swings from left to right through the holes.
Sewing buttons on by machine helps to eliminate any
pull on the fabric which sometimes occurs when
stitching them on by hand.

How To Use

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower the feed dogs.
Attach the button sewing foot and select straight stitch.
Place the button in position on your fabric. It can be held it in place with a piece of low adhesive
sticky tape.
Place the fabric and button under the presser foot and align the needle with the hole on the
left side of the button.
Sew 3-4 stitches to secure the thread end. (If your machine has an automatic locking stitch you
can use this as an option).
Select the zig-zag stitch. Set the stitch width so that needle clears both holes in the button when
moving from left to right. (Always test the width by turning your hand wheel manually towards
you before sewing).
Sew 4- 5 zig-zag stitches then select straight stitch.
Make sure the needle is aligned with the left hole on the button
then sew 3-4 stitches to securelock stitch)

It‘s a quick, easy and much more professional way to sew on
buttons and certainly worth a try.

Button Sewing Foot - See Page 6ategory A
Category B/C Part No. 200136002 - £13

Part No. 200131007- £13
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Twin Needles – Twice the Inspiration
Some sewers are unsure of twin needles, whether they can use one on their machine and if so, what
are they used for?
Twin needles are constructed with two shafts on a crossbar that extend from a
single shank. They are often used for heirloom sewing, decorative stitching and
anywhere where you may require multiple rows of uniform straight stitching such
as top stitching or pin tucking.
Sizing of twin needles is slightly different than other needles as there are two
numbers listed on the packaging. The first number represents the distance
between the needles and the second number is the metric needle size..

Setting Up for Twin Needle Sewing
1. Setting up the machine for use with twin needle is quite simple. Insert
the twin needle into your needle shaft just as you would insert a regular
needle.
Place your two reels of thread on the spool holders so that the threads
come off in opposite directions, one clockwise and the second counter
clockwise. This will prevent the threads from possibly tangling as you
sew.
2. Continue by threading the two needles through the machine following
the normal thread path and separating them just before the needles. The
left thread will go through the needle thread guide on the left side of the
needle and the right hand thread through the right hand thread guide.
This will help to keep the two threads separate.
3. Thread each thread through the eye of the corresponding needle.
Manually turn the hand wheel on the side of the machine towards you
to bring up the bobbin thread and you are ready to sew.
Note: Automatic needle threaders cannot be used with twin needle.
If sewing decorative stitching it is important to reduce the width of the stitch to approximately
3mm to prevent the right hand needle from hitting the presser foot. Rotate the hand wheel towards
you several times to check that the needle will not hit the foot when forming the selected pattern.
(Some computerised machines have an automatic twin needle setting.)
It’s fun to experiment with zig zag and utility stitches and then move on to embroidery patterns.
Try using different colours of thread in each needle or even toning threads. You will be amazed at
the results.

Twin Needles - See Page 25
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Pin Tucks
Pin Tucks are tiny ‘false’ tucks created by sewing parallel rows
of stitching using a 2mm twin needle and a Pin Tuck Foot.
Pin Tucks are often associated with Heirloom sewing
especially on such items as Christening gowns. But they can
actually give a new dimension to other aspect of sewing
such as fashion garments and home furnishing items like
bed linens and table linens.
Using a Pin Tuck Foot with the twin needle helps to space
the tucks an equal distance apart. It has multiple grooves on
the underside through which the pin tucks can ride as you
sew the adjacent rows.

Making Standard Pin Tucks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Insert the twin needle – size 2mm and attach the pin tuck foot
Select Straight Stitch – centre needle position - Stitch Length 1.8 – 2.5
Tension Approx – 7
Pressure – 2
Thread the machine for twin needle sewing making sure that each
thread passes through the corresponding thread guide on each side
of the needle.
Mark the fabric for placement of the first row of pin tucks. It is essential
that that the first row is perfectly straight as it will determine the
accuracy of the consecutive rows.
Stitch the first row of tucks with the centre of the pin tuck foot on the
marked placement line.
Stitch the second row of tucks in the same direction and so on for all the
remaining tucks. Use the edge of the foot alongside the previous row of
tucks or allow the previous row to sit in a groove in the pin tuck foot
depending on the distance apart that you prefer.

Pin Tuck Foot - See Page 8
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Making Corded Pin Tucks
Corded Pin Tucks are more distinctive and add an extra dimension to pin
tucking. The effect is produced by stitching over fine cord such as perle
cotton to create a more raised effect. Thanks to the Janome Pin Tuck Cord
Guides this effect is very easy to achieve. There are two guides in the set,
one for cord up to 1.5mm in diameter and one for cord up to 2.5mm.

•
•
•

To use: Remove the plastic bobbin cover on the machine and replace
it with the chosen Cord Guide. Place the cord into the guide.
Select a straight stitch –centre needle position and a tension of approx. 7.
Place the fabric under the foot making sure that the cord is in position between the twin needles.
Hold the thread at the back of the foot and sew slowly. It couldn’t be easier.

Note: Pin Tuck Cord Guides are only available for top loading machines.

Pin Tuck Cord Guides – See Page 11
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Hemmer Foot.
The Hemmer Foot, sometimes referred to as the “Rolled
Hemmer,” has no equal when it comes to finishing the
edges of fabrics with your sewing machine. It is
designed to create narrow hems, much narrower than
you would actually achieve by manual turning and
stitching. You will be truly impressed with the tiny,
perfect hems that this speciality foot can stitch. The
Hemmer Foot is equipped with a scroll shaped feeder
on the top and a straight groove on the underside
which determines the width of the hem.
There are three sizes of hemmer feet available.
The 2mm foot is suitable for tiny, narrow hems on lightweight fabrics and the best choice for sewing
curves. The 4mm is also ideal for lightweight fabrics but gives a slightly wider hem. The 6mm is best
on medium to heavy fabrics and creates the widest hem.

Getting Started
Getting the first stitches at the edge of the fabric to be perfect can be a little tricky as the feed dogs
will only be partially covered by the fabric and may have a hard time “picking up” when you begin.
Follow this simple technique:

•
•
•

First sew five or six straight stitches on the end of the fabric to
be rolled. (Fig.1)

Fig.1

Do not cut the thread tails. Leave them so that you can thread
them through the hemmer foot. (Fig.2)
Hold the threads to the back of the foot keeping them taught
as you make the first few stitches of the hem. The fabric will feed
through the scroll and will roll close to the raw edge of the
fabric. (Fig.3)

Tips for success with the Hemmer Foot

Fig.2

Fig.3

•

Choose a needle that is appropriate for the fabric remembering that the needle is penetrating
three fabric layers as it rolls the edge. A needle that is too large will push the fabric down into
the hole on the needle plate and could cause delicate fabrics to get caught up.

•
•
•

It is easier to produce a narrow hem on a straight grain edge than on as bias edge. Extra care
must be taken with a bias edge as it can have a tendency to stretch.
Use a smaller stitch length for fine fabrics and a longer stitch length for heavier fabrics.
It is important to have a very neat edge to your fabric with no loose threads. Cutting with a rotary
cutter will give you a very smooth cut edge.

Hemmer Foot and Hemmer Foot Set – See Page8
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Binder Foot
Attaching bias binding can be a tricky job. Whether you have purchased pre-folded bias binding or
you are attaching your own bias strip, it’s a task that can be made much easier with the aid of the
“Bias Binder Foot”.
This handy foot is equipped with a small funnel which folds and guides the binding over the fabric
edge before it reaches the needle.
The result is perfectly bound edges.

How to use

•

Before attaching the foot to the machine, feed the
bias tape into the funnel. Clip the end of the bias
tape into a diagonal point to help feed it through.

•

As you feed the bias into the funnel, nudge the
pointed end of the tape through the narrow end
of the funnel using a straight pin.

•

Pull the pointed end of the bias tape through the
hole and under the foot plate. Attach the foot to
the sewing machine.

•

Slide the fabric to be bound into the centre of the
foot beside the funnel and sew using your selected
stitch to attach the binding. While sewing, use your
left hand to keep the fabric edge in position in the
cone while guiding the bias strip with your right
hand. The funnel will feed and fold the bias strip to
create perfect bindings.

•

Keep the bias tape feeding straight into the binder so that an equal amount of tape is fed on
the top and bottom. Make sure that the fabric doesn’t slide out from between the cone as you
sew.

Binding a curved edge
Curved edges require a little more guiding to make sure that the raw edge is evenly bound.
Inside Curve
For softer fabrics or for fabrics that fray, stay-stitch the curved edge to be bound before
inserting the edge into the centre of the cone. As you sew, straighten the edge in front of the
foot making sure that it remains in the cone.

•

Outside Curve
When binding an outside curve the fabric can have a tendency to pull out of the cone while
sewing. To ensure the edge is completely bound, guide the fabric keeping the edge in line
with the needle. Trying to straighten or pulling the fabric will result in a rippled binding.

•

10mm – 14mm Bias Tape can be used.

Binder Foot – See Page 5
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Ultimate Ruffler
The Ruffler has been around for a long time and has
changed very little over the years yet it still remains a
very popular attachment.
At first sight it may appear bulky and complicated but
its innovative design makes it very easy to use. This
design allows fabric to be ruffled or pleated both
quickly and easily, and with an option to vary the sizes
of the ruffles, it’s a great timesaver when creating yards
of gathered and pleated fabrics.
Designed with a “fork arm” that is placed around the
needle screw, the up and down action of the needle
bar causes the ruffler blade to move in and out
pinching small amounts of fabric and pushing them
under the needle to create the pleats and ruffles.
There is a lever that controls the fullness of the pleats
and ruffles and a screw to control their depth l. As well
as creating yards of professional looking pleats, it can
simultaneously gather and stitch onto a flat piece of
fabric in one simple operation.
There is an easy clip-on Ruffler Attachment to suit most Janome machines.

Tips for Success with the Ruffler

•
•
•
•
•
•

Make sure that your needle is in securely as some
vibration is created when using the Ruffler and
could cause it to fall out. Secure it with your
screwdriver but don’t over tighten.
Always pull the fabric out from the back to
remove rather than towards the front as the teeth
on the Ruffler blade could catch the fabric.
As you gather or pleat your layers, make sure that
the seam allowances on your layers are even. It is
easy for a layer to slide to the left as you are
sewing.
Remember that your stitch length will affect the
regularity of the ruffles or pleats, for example, the
shorter the stitch length the closer the ruffles and
pleats, the longer the stitch length the wider apart
they will be.
Sew at a steady medium speed.
The Ruffler is only suitable for light to medium
weight fabrics.

Ruffler Attachment – See Page 11
Part No. 943100000 for Category A/B/C - with the exception of the MC6600P & Horizon
7700QCP
For the MC6600P & Horizon 7700QCP quote Part No. 846415008
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Rotary Even Foot
Most sewing machine presser feet are flat, so what do you when there
is significant difference in the height of your fabric on the left of the
needle from that on the right such as when finishing hems and edges
of thick materials? This is when the unique design of the Rotary Foot
comes into play. It’s a “caterpillar foot” which accommodates a
left–right tilt as the caterpillars independently grip the fabric giving
exceptional control, even over thick seams.
Suitable for most Janome machines with clip-on feet, it’s also
effective in preventing such fabrics as jersey and knits from
stretching or hard to feed materials like leather and vinyl from
sticking under the foot.
This very clever foot also comes complete
with some very useful attachments.

BLIND HEM ATTACHMENT

BIAS TAPE ATTACHMENT

The blind hem attachment
enables accurate feeding of the
fabric to achieve a consistent
blind hem.

The bias tape attachment is
adjustable and enables you to
attach folded bias tapes up to
3/4” (20mm) wide.

Rotary Even Feed Foot – See Page 11
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WIDE ROLLED HEM
ATTACHMENT

The wide rolled hem
attachments enable wide
rolled hems to be sewn in the
following sizes: 1/2” (12.5mm),
3/4” (20mm) and 1” (25mm).
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Notes
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About Janome
Established in the UK in the 1960’s, Janome is now the brand
leader in the UK with an extensive range of sewing machines
and overlockers.
Janome sewing machines are designed for ease of use
to encourage all levels of sewing. Over 2 million Janome
machines have been sold in the UK with over 60 million sold
worldwide. Since 1921 Janome have been renowned for
quality and reliability at affordable prices and their aim is to
provide customers with an unrivalled level of service.
Janome believes that its customers have the right to
expect that Janome products will provide them with truly
aspirational levels of quality and value without exploiting the
people who work for their suppliers.
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